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ABSTRACT
In order to apply muon spin rotation and relaxation method for study of life sciences like
electron transfer process, detection of molecular concentration, photosynthesis process, etc.,
theoretical study to understand the stopping sites of muon and its charge species in the
macromolecules is necessary. In the systematic theoretical study to know the behaviour of
muon and muonium in water hydrated biological macromolecules like protein and DNA
through the first-principles approach, the behaviour of a water molecule in the presence of
muonium in histidine amino acid with extended main chain is presented here. The sites of a
water molecule and a muonium in histidine amino acid are estimated. Two possible sites with
potential energy 0.3 eV (approximately) for water molecule in the optimized structure of
muonium in extended main chain histidine were estimated. Water in the sites is expected to
contribute to enhance the intra- and inter-chain electron transfer in the system as reported
experimentally.
Keywords: Muon spin rotation and relaxation, Muonium, Histidine, Water.
times higher than that of proton which makes it more
sensitive to materials. The bound state of a muon and
an electron is called muonium (Mu) which is like a
light isotope of H with similar chemical behaviour.
Naturally, muon is available in cosmic ray, and also
can generate in accelerator facilities. For high
intensity and tuneable energy, we have used the
muon beam available in accelerator laboratories.
Because of its two characteristics properties – (a)
asymmetric decay into positron and (b) 100%
polarization, it acts as an exotic tool for life and
materials study. In SR technique, implanted muon
to sample decays into positron which is collected by
detectors around the sample. Based on polarization
of muon, we can understand the local electronic and
dynamic behaviour of materials in which muon
stops. The details about SR technique is available
elsewhere [7].
We have studied electron transfer in cytochrome c
protein [3, 8, 9]. The temperature and hydration
dependent study shows the electron transfer
depends on those parameters/environments [8]. The

1. INTRODUCTION
Muon spin rotation and relaxation (SR) technique
is being popular for study of life, materials, nuclear
physics, elementary, new physics, etc. Since
discovery of muon by Neddermeyer and Anderson
[1] in 1937, and first SR experiment by Garwin
[2], this method has been used in wide varieties of
physics, chemistry, and biology. We have been
using SR for study of life sciences especially
electron transfer in proteins [3] and DNA [4],
detection of oxygen in tissue [5], and
photosynthesis process. In order to understand the
stopping site of muon in the sample, theoretical
study like first-principles calculation is necessary.
For this purpose, in addition to experiment,
systematic theoretical study starting from the
constituents of proteins [6] has been performing
which supports the experimental results and deepen
the knowledge of behaviour of muon in the
materials.
Muon is spin-half leptonic particle. It is like a light
proton. The gyromagnetic ratio of muon is three
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dimensionality of electron transfer also depends on
amount of water contents in the sample that we
called water hydration. It is also reported that the
water hydration accelerates the electron transfer rate
[10, 11]. In our study at different water hydration (less
than 5% and around 20%), both inter-chain and
intra-chain electron movement were found
enhanced by adding the water molecules in the
cytochrome c protein [8, 9]. To understand such
process, we have started systematic study from
muon and muonium behaviour in amino acids
towards whole protein. First-of-all, we found that,
in theoretical calculation the potential energy for
muon and Mu depends on the passivation of the
computational model. After testing the various
model of termination of main chain of amino acids,
it is found that the termination of main chain by
peptide like bond is more realistic to biological
system [6, 12, 13]. Using such model, the stopping
site of muon and muonium in amino acids
(histidine [12, 13], glycine, triglycine[6],
methionine [13], tyrosine, tryptophan and
phenylaniline [14]) have been studied. Here, the
behaviour of a water molecule in the muonium and
histidine amino acid using density functional theory
is presented.

[6, 12-14]. In the B3LYP level of calculation, both
gradient and exchange correlations are included.
The basis set 6-31G(d) describes well the orbitals
of first and second rows elements. Initial charge
state of muon was taken as Mu which is chemically
similar to H atom. The potential energy (PE)
surface for a water around the possible
electronegative sites (in many cases N and O) and
around C in previously optimized muonium
histidine extended main chain system were tested
[13]. The search of stopping sites of water was
performed through optimization of the energy. The
optimization was confirmed by checking electronic
energy (E), frequencies and convergence criteria in
each calculation. The water molecule was left as
relax however the histidine with muonium was kept
fixed from ref. 13 [13]. The potential energy for
water in different positions was calculated as,
PE = E(Histidine + Mu + H2O) - [E(Histidine +
Mu) + E(H2O)]
The E(Histidine + Mu + H2O) is total optimized
energy of the system (Histidine + Mu + H2O) and
so on.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimized structure of a water molecule in
different possible sites were calculated. The
potential energy for the water in two possible sites
– water stopped in the vicinity of main chain and
aromatic side chain where Mu stopped (Fig. 1
(left)), and near the oxygen of main chain (Fig. 1
(right)) are presented in table 1.

2. METHOD
The theoretical calculations were performed using
hybrid density function B3LYP with the basis sets
6-31G(d) in Gaussian 09 set of programs [15]. In
our previous studies, we have optimized the
different systems for suitable model and basis set

Fig. 1: Optimized structure of muonium and a water molecule in histidine. Left figure shows the optimization of a
water molecule in the vicinity of O7 and Mu stopped near N21 (nitrogen of aromatic side ring), and right figure shows
the stopping of the water molecule near O 13 of extended main chain.
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Table 1: Potential energy for water in two possible sites in histidine with Mu system.
Stopping sites

Potential energy (eV)

Water stopped in vicinity of aromatic side chain and main chain (Fig.
1, left)

0.30

Water stopped in main chain (around O13) (Fig. 1, right)

0.37

When the water molecule stopped in the vicinity of
Mu in aromatic side chain and oxygen (O7) of main
chain, one H (H33 in left figure) of water remain at
1.94 Å apart (like hydrogen bonding) from the
oxygen with potential energy 0.30 eV. In second
possible site – water near O (O13 Fig. 1, right), one
of hydrogens of the water also remains at 1.916 Å
distance from oxygen with potential energy 0.37
eV. As reported by Lin et al [10] and Hayashi et al
[11], water molecule behaves as tunnel to
accelerate electron transfer process. In our SR
study [8], we also found the water hydration
enhanced the intra-chain and inter-chain electron
transfer by 70% and 30%, respectively, when water
hydration increased from 5% to 20% [8]. As found
in present work, the water stopped in both sites may
contribute for transfer of electron from a chain to
another or from main chain to side chain. Further
study of addition of more water molecules as in
experimental sample will help to understand the
measured result.
Since the limitation of conventional muon to apply
in single crystal of protein, we have been
developing the ultra-slow muon microscopy at
materials and life science facility, Japan Proton
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) [16-19].
Using the muon micro beam of tunable energy to
stop at desired depth of sample and adjustable beam
size (~m), single crystal protein, its functional
properties, etc. will be studied.
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